
Intermediate Corner Posts End PostsSlotted Jakposts
Posts are 100 x 100mm with two 54 x
25mm slots for panels.

Fence Height

0.6m & 0.75m
0.9m
1.05m & 1.2m 
1.4m & 1.5m 
1.65m & 1.85m 
2.0m

Post Length

1.06m
1.5m
1.8m 
2.1m 
2.4m 
2.7m

Ref

756200 ●
667200 ●
667300 ●
667400 ●
667500 ●
667800 ●

Ref

756100 ●
668200 ●
668300 ●
668400 ●
668500 ●
668800 ●

Ref

756300 ●
667220 ●
667330 ●
667440 ●
667550 ●
667880 ●

Standard Panel Posts
Size: 70 x 70mm nominal 
(Planed dimension before treatment)

Fence Height

0.6m 
0.9m 
1.2m 
1.5m 
1.8m 
2.1m

Post Length

1.2m 
1.5m 
1.8m 
2.1m 
2.4m 
2.7m

Ref

640100 n
640200 ●
640300 ●
640400 ●
640500 ●
640600 ●

Heavy Duty Panel Posts
Size: 91 x 91mm nominal (Planed dimension before
treatment) Jakcured posts for hanging light gates etc.

Post Length

1.2m
1.5m
1.8m
2.1m 
2.4m 
2.7m
3.0m
3.3m
3.6m

Ref

641100 n
641200 ●
641300 ●
641400 ●
641500 ●
641600 ●
641700 ●
641800 ●
641900 ●

Intermediate Corner Posts End PostsHeavy Duty Jakposts
Posts are 120 x 124m with two
54 x 25mm slots for panels.

Certain locations
with strong winds
call for stronger
posts or for them to
be dug deeper into
the ground - if you
have any queries
please ask for
advice.

Post Length

2.7m
3.0m
3.3m
3.6m
3.9m

Ref

669000 ●
669100 ●
669200 ●
669300 ●
669400 ●

Ref

669011●
669111 ●
669222 ●
669333●
669444●

Ref

669010 ●
669110 ●
669220 ●
669330 ●
669440 ●

Square Section Panel Posts  
Planed finish (not slotted). These are standard square section posts without the unique slot that our superior slotted Jakposts have.
It is advisable to fix panels to posts with Jakclips when using standard posts. See page 146.
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Heavy duty slotted post- Intermediate

Inter posts can also be
converted to End posts
on site by adding an
infill batten 2m x 50 x
25mm.

Ref  756350 ●



Our slotted Jakposts are designed to work with all of our fencing panels from Jaktop
and Palisade to Featherboard, and even our trellis. 
Jakposts are 100 x 100mm, planed finish with two 54 x 25mm slots for panels. All
panels slot easily into position as shown here. Minimum height 0.6m.
We have listed below the many benefits to using Jakposts as opposed to old fashioned
square section post or concrete post, which we don’t sell:

We recommend  that all posts should be set in concrete. Please ask for advice when
sizing gate posts.

● All timber is Jakcured softwood guaranteed for 25 years
● Jakposts reduce damage caused by wind movement when panels are screwed to

posts
●  No more frost damaged cracked or chipped concrete posts
●  Easy to carry - lighter than concrete posts
●  Environmentally friendly
●  More supportive than square section posts
●  Easier to erect than concrete posts
●  Complete range of panels to slot in Jakposts
●  Gravel boards, capping and finials available
●  Stainless steel nails used throughout

Recommended fixings
We recommend using 6 screws per panel or 12 per panel if using capping rails. 60mm
Screws, Self-Drilling Countersunk Stainless Steel are available in packs of 100 or 200
to secure panels to posts. Posts should be screwed to the panels to secure the fence
run. For more screws see pages 146 - 147.
Instructions for installation of most of our products are available from our website.
Alternatively we can send you a hard copy if you ask us.

Ref

809900 ●

809911 ●

Screws
Stainless Steel Self-Drilling Countersunk Torx Head
Screw  Pack of 200 60mm 
Stainless Steel Self-Drilling Countersunk Torx Head
Screw Pack of 100 60mm 
● STOCK ITEMS    n CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY 

Slotted Jakposts -
or Square posts
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Featherboard Panels slotting easily into Jakpost

Close up of Jakpost



Ref
644400 ●

Support peg
600 x 50 x 50mm

Hedgehog Friendly Gravel Board for use
with Slotted Jakposts

Ref

667610 ●

1.83m long 
150 x 28mm with
22mm packers

As a response to learning about the serious decline in hedgehog numbers - it is estimated that the current population is down to 25%
- Jacksons have introduced the Hedgehog Friendly Gravel Board for use with Slotted Jakposts (shown above). We have been delighted at
the response from the public and various wildlife organisations, to our raising awareness of this by offering a hedgehog friendly gravel
board for use with slotted posts, to allow hedgehogs to roam freely between gardens at night and also promote the fact that solid walls
and fences pose a problem to the hedgehog population.

For a hedgehog friendly version of the
Traditional fencing (non-panel) gravel
board, we suggest customers can cut
the gravel board on site and by using
a simple  small peg to support the
fence rail, as shown in the photo left.
These support pegs are also used to
prevent gravel boards distorting when
more than one is used to increase
fence height.

The gravel board is similar to our standard fence panel gravel board, but it has a hole at one
end, large enough to allow hedgehogs free passage, with a reinforcing strip along the top of
the board to ensure it isn’t weakened by the hole. You can obtain more info about the plight
of the hedgehog by going to our website and searching for ‘help the hedgehogs’.



You may not be aware of the important role that gravel boards play in ensuring your
fencing stays in tip-top condition. They are made from a specific type of timber, that
when treated intensively, are ideal for areas of the fence that are in constant ground
contact. So if you install a panel with a gravel board at the bottom it does a fantastic
job of protecting the panel.

Gravel Boards are also used to raise panels off the ground, give a fence extra height and
add a finishing touch to a well put together run of fencing. All timber used throughout
is superior quality Jakcured softwood guaranteed for 25 years

Jacksons supply two types of gravel board:
The first is a gravel board for use with our slotted Jakposts (667600). This gravel board
includes two spacer blocks stopping the gravel board from being able to move when
installed in the slotted posts.  These spacer blocks can also be purchased separately if
spares are needed (667601).  We also supply a hedgehog friendly version of this gravel
board (667610).

The second gravel board we supply is a 2.4m long x 150 x 25mm gravel board (230700)
usually used with traditional fencing such as traditional featherboard fencing. This gravel
board does not work with our slotted Jakpost system. To make a hedgehog friendly
version of this gravel board, we suggest customers can cut the board on site and by
using a simple small post to support the panel rail, as shown in the photo on the
opposite page you can make a hole the right size for hedgehogs to move freely between
gardens.

When using more than one gravel board high to increase the height of the fence the
gravel boards should be held together with a support post 600 x 50 x 50mm (644400)
to prevent them distorting. This should be placed centrally driven into the ground with
the gravel boards screwed to it. Gravel boards are not intended to retain earth on one
side of the fence, without additional support.

Please note that gravel boards need to be used to avoid panels being in contact with
the ground as part the 25 year Jakcure guarantee conditions - more detail can be found
on our Jakcure T&Cs page on our website or at the back of this book. 

Gravel Boards   
for use with
slotted
Jakpost.

Ref

667600 ●

Ref

230700 ●

1.83m long 
150 x 28mm with
22mm packers

2.40m 150 x 25mm

● STOCK ITEMS   43
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Gravel Boards & 
hedgehog friendly

Gravel Boards
for use mainly with
Traditional (non-
panel) fencing. 



Post Caps and Finials (shown left from A - K)
Our selection includes standard flat square post caps
that are a simple finish to the top of a post. Also a simple
half round to give the post top a clean domed top. We
also have traditional decorative ball or acorn finials.

Style - Size
A for use with 75 x 75mm posts
B1 for use with 100 x 100mm posts
B2 for use with 125 x 125mm posts
C for use with 100 x 100mm posts
D for use with 75 x 75mm posts
E for use with 75 x 75mm posts
F for use with 100 x 100mm posts
K for use with 100 x100mm posts

Ref
640900 ●

641000 ●

640660 ●

668000 ●

645400BM ●

645600BM ●

645700BM ●

645880BM ●

For use between posts on top of panel, this rail is
the exact width of a panel. Ideal when posts are
higher than the fence panel to allow for the use
of decorative post caps.
Note: this capping should not be used if you want
a totally flat finish when the tops of the post finish
in line with the top of the panel.

667777 ●1.83m x 65mm x 35mm

A

B1 & B2

C

D

E

F

K

Capping for panels weathered two ways
Sawn timber triangular shaped top capping rail. 
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Standard capping for panels
Planed timber with 2 rounded edges 

Ref
667700 ●

667772 ●

1.88m x 120 x 20mm
2.0m x 120 x 20mm 
(for use at ends & corners)

Heavy Duty Capping Rail
Ref

667700H n

667770H n

for intermediate slotted posts
1.900m x 145mm x 35mm
for end and corner slotted posts
1.985m x 145mm x 35mm

Jakcure® End Grain Treatment
Where cutting or drilling after treatment
cannot be avoided use Jakcure® End
Grain Treatment to ensure no timber is
left untreated.

500g bottle 131212 ●
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Capping Rails 
Finials & Post Caps
Post caps, finials and capping rails all add a finishing touch to a well put together run
of fencing. Some people may think a post without a cap or finial looks unfinished, you
can judge this for yourself, the top photo on the left shows ball finials on the posts,
which punctuate the curves of the trellis topper panels. 

The photo below it shows a very smart run of our Venetian panels that have capping
rail, running flush with the post and panel tops, it finishes of the top of the fence
beautifully.

We have a selection for you to choose from here, all manufactured from superior quality
Jakcured softwood to match our panels and all are guaranteed for 25 years.

● STOCK ITEMS    n CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY 


